
be bright  be brilliant  be yourself
- from the wisdom of b.bot



The Idea    
b.bot is an animated CG series, based on an 
award-winning app, for girls and boys ages 4-7. 

The stories are 52 x 11’ (with 26 x 1‘ inters als) 
and reflect this special me in the viewer’s lives with 
characters who demonstrate confidence, overcome 
lilife’s challenges and meet early childhood milestones.

A unique point of difference with b.bot is that the 
lead character is gender neutral.



More about the series
When a single mom builds a robot named b.bot to help her take 
care of her two adopted kids, 6-year-old Harper and 4-year-old 
Jack, she doesn’t realize that her invenon is so much more than 
a mechanical babysier.
 

With a fun-lWith a fun-loving personality of its own, b.bot is the best friend 
a kid could have and the best helper a mom could ever wish for. 
Somemes clumsy (!), b.bot playfully teaches the kids important 
life lessons like self-confidence and self-esteem while on their 
many adventures at home and around the town!

AND…b.bot is the world’s first, one-of-a-kind creaon with the 
unique point of difference that it is gender neutral.



Themes woven into b.bot       

•  It’s important to be WHO you are and…

•  Family is defined by who you ARE WITH

•  Life’s lessons can be lile or large but no maer the                   
.   size, they’re easier to learn when you can ask quesons 
.   and are free to make mistakes; which we call 
..   “happy accidents”

•  Recurring, important life lessons are about gaining 
    self-confidence and self-esteem

•  The value of accepng and embracing differences

•  Our kids’ world is saturated with technology -
    they need to explore their relaonships with tech 
    and think about how best to use it in their lives.



Mom
Mid-30s and white

We never learn her name in the series since she is only referred to as MOM.

Mom is a single mother who lives and works out of her home in a small middle-class town anywhere. 
Operang out of her detached garage that’s been converted into an office and workshop, Mom is 
a successful, independent engineer and inventor specializing in both mechanical and electronic 
iinvenons.

Mom’s projects keep her busy most days; which explains the need for finding - in this case invenng 
- a caregiver to help her mind her 4 and 6 year old kids. 

Mom is confident, independent, hardworking, paent, easy-going and very loving toward her kids.  
Because she juggles so many projects at one me, she likes things neat and dy. She enforces 
discipline and insists her kids have chores around the house while wanng them to develop their 
own independence.

Mom Mom wants perfecon in her work and invenons but readily admits that she is far from perfect. 
At the end of a long day – and somemes it’s an unproducve day – she’ll greet the kids with a sigh, 
“Well, tomorrow is another chance to get it right.”  In other words, Mom easily admits that she’s good 
at what she does – work-wise and parenng-wise – but there’s always room for improvement!

Mom is not always present in the b.bot stories. She comes and goes as needed to be part of a story but 
is visible enough to reassure viewers that the kids are always safe.
                                                                                      _________________

YYears before the start of the b.bot show, Mom adopted a couple of kids. 

The first was HARPER ROSE.



Harper Rose
6-year old African-American and in 1st Grade 

Mom’s talent for engineering and invenng has rubbed off on her older daughter, HARPER ROSE 
(always shortened to Harper unless Mom really needs to get her aenon).

Harper loves making – and someme re-making - things with her hands. Because of this, Harper is 
literally a “hands-on” problem solver. She’s always thinking out loud while drawing or craing 
somsomething to solve some problem that comes along.

Unlike Mom, Harper is not bothered by cluer. She never noces it. What’s important to her is 
compleng a task or making something or finding an answer – no maer how much of a mess it 
might make. 

Harper is a free-spirit who likes to be spontaneous and loves to explore. Her curiosity comes from 
the fact that she’s easily bored and is always looking for the next challenge or task to complete.

She has an outgoing personality and a confidence that makes her self-reliant. 

Harper is not as eaHarper is not as easy-going as Mom and needs to learn not to be so hard on herself if she gets a 
wrong answer or if a clay sculpture collapses or an inspired improvement to her bicycle fails to 
work. 

Aer life seled into a relaxed roune for Harper and her mother, Mom adopted a second child – 



Jack
4-year old Hispanic and in kindergarten 

JACK would never be caught without his red cape and aviator goggles. He enjoys role playing 
– parcularly as a superhe– parcularly as a superhero – which tells you a lot about the amount of imaginaon swirling around in 
his young head. With his creave imaginaon, Jack dreams up monsters in the kitchen sink and pretends 
that his favorite stuffed toy can talk.  His flights of fantasy irritate Harper because they seem so silly to 
her. “It’s not very praccal,” she’ll say.

When it When it comes to problem solving, Jack also differs from his sister since he prefers to take his me and 
think problems through.  Another difference from Harper is that Jack is extremely organized. He’s also 
shy; which makes him reserved since he enjoys his internal life instead of the wild extroverted life that his 
big sister displays.

Oddly enough, even though he likes to pretend that he’s a superhero, Jack is not very brave. He’ll never 
take the kinds of chances that Harper will.

Jack is juJack is just beginning to read and enjoys his alone me with a new picture book. In contrast, Harper will 
skim a book and think that she knows everything about it. “Done! What else there to read?”

Because of Jack’s internal life and bubbling imaginaon, he’s very sensive and startles easily. As much as 
Harper loves to figure things out by making them, Jack likes to figure things out in his head.

As Jack and Harper started to grow up and Mom’s home business grew as well; it was obvious that Mom 
needed help. 

That’s when she invented b.bot.



b.bot
Age: hard to say and it is gender neutral

b.bot’s age is hard to pin down because it was created 6 months ago, has the appearance of a child (the size of Harper) 
and Mom’s inial programming gave it the intelligence of an adult helper.  But around the kids, b.bot seems to act just 
a lile bit older than them.

Don’t think that Mom created b.bot to be a substute parent but more as a highly 
pprogrammable Roomba-like caregiver to the kids.  What Mom doesn’t realize is that she 
thinks b.bot is just a highly programmed machine when, in fact, it has arficial intelligence 
and can think for itself.  

b.bot is the first and only one of its kind in the world. While Mom is around, b.bot 
behaves like a straighorward, rudimentary robot but it turns into a completely 
different character – fun, enthusiasc, outgoing – with the kids.

And boy, do Harper and Jack love that they have their own, special ally who really 
undeunderstands them.

b.bot is upbeat, enthusiasc and wants to have fun with its human companions. 
When it speaks in its electronic, gender neutral voice, it is arculate and refers to 
itself in the third person. Unfortunately, b.bot has the habit of raising its voice a few 
octaves when it gets excited.



b.bot (cont’d)
Age: hard to say and it is gender neutral

Like a character from a video game, an infinite number of male and female clothes and accessories can 
spring from b.bot’ s body – depending on the needs of the story. From a fireman’s hat to a ara, a ballet 
skirt to cowboy chaps, this robot isn’t grounded in one gender or another.

With its access to the internet, b.bot is extremely intelligent, but it prefers to ask Harper and 
Jack queJack quesons instead of telling them everything they want to know.

b.bot is kind to Harper and Jack but can be firm when needed – as any responsible caregiver 
would be. In a quest to learn more about the world, b.bot can be mischievous and think 
“outside the box” – this can be a lot of fun for Harper and Jack since it allows them to try 
new things.

Even though it’s a highly designed robot, b.bot is as imperfect as its creator. It can breakdown or 
ddevelop some humorous glitch that the kids have to cover up. Through some of the stories, b.bot learns 
about imaginaon and creavity as it teaches Harper and Jack about praccing logic and deducve 
reasoning.

b.bot also has a unique way of teaching. One of the ways it helps the kids understand something, is to use 
an advanced form of Visual Coding. b.bot can project images in midair that show the steps in solving a 
problem. It’s an eye-catching way to visually show how problems can be solved and one of the 
disnguishing hallmarks of the series.



Some Recurring Characters
SMUDGE - A black 5 year old rescue cat with a white 
triangle under her forehead

SMUDGE joined the household around the me that Jack was adopted and 
she brings humor and mischief to most stories. If the kids and b.bot are going 
out on an adventure Smudge wants to join in. She’s always the source of 
amusemeamusement and wonder for b.bot and an example of how the kids can learn 
responsibility, caring and selflessness.

CHIPPER - Jack’s favorite stuffed cow toy

This well-worn and well-loved lile toy got its name when one of its plasc 
horns was chipped.  Chipper is a totally inanimate object but Jack, with his 
churning imaginaon has full-on conversaons with it. The toy is also a 
“security blanket” to help young Jack feel comforted and safe.

MS. AMANDAMS. AMANDA
Jack’s 25 year old, white Kindergarten teacher

MR. SATO
Harper’s 35 year old Elementary School teacher, Japanese-American



Locations           
The Town
b.bot and family live in a small, unnamed town that’s full of rich details, modern and historic 
buildings, and outlaying secons of suburbs. It’s a short minute drive to a Big City where 
even more adventures await. The Town is a true reflecon of community and diversity on 
every street.

HomeHome
A three-bedroom Cape Cod house that’s home to the family. It’s at the end of a secure cul 
de sac with a ny front yard and enormous backyard that backs onto a city park. It has a 
detached garage that has been converted into Mom’s office and workshop.

Chalk Hill Elementary
A small elementary school that’s a short bus ride from Home. 

Happy Ness Kindergarten
A single A single room facility that is a part of Chalk Hill Elementary.



Implementing S.T.E.M. in the stories      

b.bot has aspects of an edutainment program by the nature of the 
robot’s role as teacher to the kids and its own inquisiveness;  Mom’s 
array of interesng projects and invenons; and Harper’s interest in 
creang things.

These nThese natural educaonal aspects of b.bot will smulate interest in 
and inspire excitement about science and technology among its young 
audience – making it fun, excing, and relevant to their lives. 



Story Springboards        
The Joy of Reading 
Jack borrows one of Harper’s books so he can read to himself.  Since he’s a beginner reader, he makes up a story (and 
even holds the book upside down). Harper is not only mad that her brother took her book without asking, she makes 
fun of him not being able to read. b.bot shows that what is important is that Jack wants to be as good a reader as 
Harper. Harper apologizes for being mad at Jack and they sit down together – as Harper reads to him.

Jack’s Imaginary Friend Jack’s Imaginary Friend 
b.bot wants to prove that Jack’s imaginary friend - a fellow superhero named Super Strong Sanchez - is not real because 
it’s not logical. Harper teaches b.bot a lile insight about the value of imaginaon. Along the way Harper and Jack have 
a lile fun with b.bot when they make him think that the family cat, Smudge, talks!

Food Fight
Jack and Harper aJack and Harper argue about the kind of meal Mom will cook. Harper wants soul food and Jack wants quesadilla. b.bot, 
while humorously trying its hand in the kitchen, shows Harper and Jack the similaries between the two foods and how 
both cuisines are special.

Mother’s Day
Harper and Jack try to outdo each other in giving Mom a gi. Jack does a finger-painng picture and Harper creates a 
collage using colorful fabrics. Unfortunately, each is dissasfied with the outcome of their gis and b.bot encourages 
them to combine the art --- and it’s a resounding success!

The Broken ToyThe Broken Toy
Jack and b.bot are playing with one of Jack’s favorite toys – not Chipper – and it gets broken accidentally. Jack is 
devastated. He tries to problem solve a remedy but nothing he comes up with works – unl Harper offers to fix it. Her 
hands-on method of fixing Jack’s toy shows how there is more than one way to solve a problem

 



Story Springboards (cont’d)
A CAT-astrophic Day
Both Harper and Jack volunteer to take care of Smudge for a day and when they try to outdo each other they end 
up exhausted and Smudge is hiding under the sofa. b.bot teaches the siblings that they shouldn’t over promise and by 
working together they can do great things. Harper and Jack team up to take care of Smudge and it works! (ALT: In 
taking responsibility for Smudge, either Jack or Harper end up le ng the cat out of the house accidentally. With 
b.bob.bot’s help they find Smudge and learn the value of teamwork.)

First Day of Kindergarten
Jack is scared about his first day of school – he’s going to be too shy around new kids and he decides that he doesn’t 
want to grow up. Harper helps the best she can but it’s b.bot – when it secretly joins Jack in class, coaching him from 
the “sidelines” -- who shows Jack how much fun he can have in kindergarten.

The Pinata
IIt’s the anniversary of Jack’s Adopon Day and he wants to celebrate with a party and a pinata. As the party is planned 
with b.bot, tension grows between Jack and Harper. It’s so bad that the siblings stop talking to each other. When it’s 
me to bust the pinata, a blindfolded Jack smashes it open but all of the other kids scarf up the candy. Jack is devasta-
ted unl Harper gives him half of her candy. The two hug.

Mirror, Mirror
Harper and Jack have fun assigning a whole range of accessories to b.bot – Harper wants B.Bot to be a ballerina so she 
programs it to wear a ara, ballet slippers and frilly skirt. Jack wants b.bot to be a construcon worker and programs it 
to wear a yellow helmet, safety vest and workman’s gloves.  b.bot comically turns into a combinaon of both and uses 
it as a teaching moment to explain how anyone – no maer if they’re boy or girl – can be anything or wear anything 
that makes them happy.



Pilot Script Synopsis
A b.bot Surprise!

What starts out as a tense day between Harper Rose and Jack turns into the best day ever 
when a new family member arrives.
 
MOM has been spending long days in her garage workshop and Harper and Jack are 
looking looking for something to do. Suddenly, Harper brightens. “I’ll fix Mom a surprise dinner!” 
Not to be outdone, Jack decides he wants to cook up something for Mom too!

Being African-American, Harper gathers black-eyed peas, yams and fried chicken – ingredients 
for a real Soul Food dinner!  At the same me done, Jack – being of Mexican descent – gathers 
tacos, avocados, beans, and tomatoes for an authenc Mexican meal. 

As the two start arguing, “Soul Food is beer!” “Mexican food’s beer!” they are stunned 
when Mom enters the kitchen followed by a robot!  “Meet b.bot!,” she smiles, “ I invented 
it it to help me take care of you two!”  Mom instructs b.bot help Harper and Jack with whatever 
they’re doing, then heads back to her workshop in the garage.   



Pilot Script Synopsis (cont’d)  
The moment Mom leaves, b.bot reveals it’s bright, sparkling personality and asks what 
surprise they are working on. Harper says she is going to fix Mom a surprise dinner and 
Jack says that he’s fixing her one too!  b.bot smiles and says, “That sounds like beepity 
bot fun!”

When Harper and Jack connue arguing again - about which one of them will do the 
ccooking. - b.bot twirls and instantly is wearing a chef’s hat and apron. b.bot is going to 
help them cook!

In a series of comedic moments, b.bot fumbles its way around the kitchen trying to pull 
together the meal. And, instead of preparing two separate meals, b.bot convinces Harper 
and Jack to cook a single meal combining the soul food and Mexican ingredients. It tells 
them about the similaries between the two foods and how both are special. “Just like 
the two of you!” b.bot adds.

The meal is a gThe meal is a great success. As Mom enjoys her delicious Mexican/Soul Food dish, Harper, 
Jack and b.bot share a knowing wink between them.

Their adventures together are just about to begin!



Designed and developed by eCubed 
Designs and Hourglass Interacve, the 
b.bot gaming app teaches poy training 
and other key milestones, all reinforced 
with interacve fun rewards and mini 
games!

As a mobile app & media plAs a mobile app & media plaorm the 
app is designed  to help parents and 
pre-K kids through key social behaviors 
beginning with poy training and 
progressing thru developmental stages 
up through five years old. 



The Hourglass team members have developed and published some of 
the biggest video game tles for Blizzard, Vivendi Universal Interacve, 
Fox Interacve, Disney Interacve, Valve, Microso, Zynga, Nat-Geo and 
IGT and generated over $6.5 Billion in worldwide revenues!   

They are experts in best-in-class Games, VR, AR 
experiences and 360 producon.  Hourglass is 
comprised of veteran video game makers and 
CPG markeng experts, with great experience in 
film and TV based game properes.



Lynn Ell Tilker is the Founder and President at eCubed Designs LLC.  eCubed 
is a mul-media producon company focused on early child development.  
Prior to eCubed, Tilker’s early projects included the film ‘Strange Culture’ wri-
en and Directed by Lynn Hershman Leeson.   Her second tle came with a 
film now on DVD ‘Suffering Man’s Charity.’ Directed by Alan Cumming. Prior 
to Lynn’s entrepreneurial efforts, she  managed high-impact, mul-million 
dollar strategic partnerships for fortune 50 companies.

Jo Kavanagh Payne, Execuve Producer, former Link Television Entertainment’s Senior Vice President of U.S. 
operaons, Kavanagh-Payne spent 16 years in the internaonal distribuon business in London before moving 
to Los Angeles to establish Link’s US office. Her experience extends from all facets of television distribuon to 
strategic planning for children’s and family television programming. Kavanagh-Payne went on to found Foothill 
Entertainment whose mandate is to acquire family and children’s entertainment for internaonal distribuon, 
find co-producon partners and co-develop new and exisng properes for internaonal and domesc 
syndicaon



be bright  be brilliant  be yourself
- from the wisdom of b.bot
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